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“Commercial space
is now a $360 billion
industry. The past
year has seen progress
towards new spaceports
from Scotland to south
Texas to Japan.”

a vast black desert, but now we’re ready to make the desert bloom.”

“For 25 years we approached space with a certain amount of derring-do...Space seemed like

“It’s become increasingly clear that most of our great moments are ahead of us,” he said.

Reagan mentioned then still resonates today:

NASA with the authority to work more closely with private industry. Much of the promise

the U.S. government made its ﬁrst moves to set rules for commercial launches and provide

the ﬁrst presidential address about opening space to private investment. Under Reagan,

This year also happens to be the 35th anniversary of then-President Ronald Reagan making

what commercial space could do to affect daily life on Earth.

have today. And many noted the need for better public engagement and understanding of

workforce, and the importance of sustaining the interest in space travel that students still

at local, national, and global levels. They expressed a need for an educated, space-related

saw growth ahead. They all discussed the challenges and promises of closer cooperation,

future. Each had different forecasts about which segments might grow faster – but all

about what’s happening on the ground today, and where they see the industry in the near

For this publication, we spoke to 11 inﬂuential leaders in the commercial space industry

been higher.

travel could spawn – from tourism to manufacturing to telecommunications – has never

support them. And the excitement around the business opportunities that regular space

companies are working today on developing new rockets and the business models to

new spaceports from Scotland to south Texas to Japan. More than 100 commercial launch

Commercial space is now a $360 billion industry. The past year has seen progress towards

to make space travel an everyday business.

hasn’t been back to the moon in recent decades, more people than ever before are working

and to consider the progress that has been made in the intervening years. While humanity

landing. Millions of people took the opportunity to reﬂect upon that amazing achievement

Earlier this year, the world paused to note the 50th anniversary of the ﬁrst Apollo moon
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“While spaceports are diverse in their
business models, they have the potential to
become economic engines for communities
across the nation and around the world.”

GSA Chairman

Dr. George C. Nield

engage and collaborate with you in the months and years ahead.

signed up, please consider doing so right away. We look forward to having a chance to

If you are already a Member or Associate Member of GSA, thank you! If you haven’t yet

accomplishments in space.

and economic development, engage the next generation, and support humanity’s future

working together as partners, spaceports have the potential to bring about job creation

federal, state, and local governments; academic institutions; and private industry all

aerospace manufacturing, and workforce development. Thought of in this way, and with

research and development, education and training, point-to-point transportation,

take place. Rather, it can also serve as a technology hub and focal point for conducting

to recognize that a spaceport is not just a location from which launches and reentries can

economic engines for communities across the nation and around the world. It is important

spaceports are diverse in their business models, they have the potential to become

Spaceports can also serve as the front door to space for the general public. While

near spaceports.

could be worth $2.7 trillion by 2045. Much of that economic activity could take place at or

generate $1.1 trillion in revenue by 2040. Bank of America Merrill Lynch projects the market

years. Morgan Stanley made similar estimates, and predicts the global space industry could

will likely increase to $805 billion in the next 10 years, and could exceed $1 trillion within 20

Zurich, the overall space economy, which they estimate is worth about $360 billion today,

According to UBS, a multinational diversiﬁed ﬁnancial services company headquartered in

throughout the globe.

small satellites in low Earth orbit in order to provide broadband internet capabilities to users

including OneWeb, SpaceX, and Amazon, have announced plans to deploy thousands of

vehicles they plan to use to send “space tourists” to the edge of space. Several companies,

and from the International Space Station. Virgin Galactic and Blue Origin are already testing

ﬁnishing the development and testing of space systems that will regularly carry people to

international partners to send astronauts back to the Moon by 2024. Boeing and SpaceX are

spaceports in particular. The White House recently directed NASA to work with industry and

This is an exciting time for commercial space transportation, and for commercial
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on launching NASA rockets in 2020 from

as communications and space debris
removal, earth observation and microgravity,

uttered from the moon. Well, if we don’t act,
you know what? We will be a paragraph in a
history book.

Houston Airport System’s Ellington
Airport

In Italy, space economy today means €1.5
billion in one year, about one-half of which is
the governmental money put on the Italian
Space Agency. Others come from private
companies, big companies essentially, but
also SMEs. Another part comes from other

you talk about space travel, immediately
the connection or the tendency is to think
operations, right? That is the nature of
the business. But the bulk of the business
is happening around all the needs, the
developments that supply the space launch

OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMERCIAL

SPACE THERE?

In addition to launch and landing, PNT and

debris management, communications,

and EO with environmental disaster

management are all great examples where

Australian entities are likely to thrive.

STANDS IN ITALY TODAY?

will have to do is expand the vision. When

valued at about $240 billion. Today, I think
we are near or past $360 billion. What we

production, and then the mining of the

WHERE THE SPACE ECONOMY

back to 2012, the industry as a whole was

sector is bringing to the world?

Q: WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST

human settlements for research and

but there is so much opportunity. If you go

there could be a true cislunar city.

of humankind outside the earth in 2069,

symbolically that 100 years after the ﬁrst step

and up to the surface on the moon. We say

including the low earth orbit, the lunar orbit

a new kind of appetite in the cislunar space,

asteroids. And tourism too. We are imagining

daily life of everyone. Space transportation,

Q: WHAT’S YOUR SENSE OF

It’s in the early stages and everchanging,

competitive initiatives that Australia’s space

persons and quickly spreading on the

sense, becoming available for the common

and High-Speed Systems, Campania
Aerospace District (DAC)

growth will we see from the innovative and

nation. Now the question is, just how much

to build enthusiasm and focus within the

economy will very soon explode in a positive

earth. We strongly believe that the space

AS AN INDUSTRY?

and industry, are working harmoniously

Gennaro Russo, Manager Space

exploration and space technology return on

COMMERCIAL SPACE DEVELOPING

These integrated actions, by government

we are working on some key areas, such

saying Houston was the ﬁrst word that was

Arturo Machuca, General Manager,

Q: HOW DO YOU SEE

NASA’s efforts to return to the moon.

toward local industry activities that support

government commitment of $150 million

Australia, and through the recent Australian

The space economy is increasing. In Italy

MARKET DEVELOPING?

forward.

industry. You know how proud we are about

commercial and government sectors very

OVERALL COMMERCIAL SPACE

Q: HOW DO YOU SEE THE

quantity of money in this new sector.

for example, are investing an important

but a number of regions, like Campania

an economic sector. The way is still long,

as well about the importance of space as

government and in some local governments

sure that we become a relevant player in this

connection, mainly through Johnson Space

and we are proud to have that title for our

ﬂight. Houston is dubbed Space City USA,

have been connected to legacy space

Then you have locations like Houston which

companies like SpaceX and Blue Origin.

developments that are happening around

Countrywide, it is huge. You’ve seen all the

there’s a certain feeling in the national

strongly. This is demonstrated by ELA’s focus

real innovation in the space sector going

trading nation, is likely to partner and drive

where Australia, as a strong and friendly

be a mistake to ignore those broader areas

are already being developed here, it would

our site and the vehicles and satellites that

excited about launch and recovery with

often very harsh conditions. While I’m always

Center. We are embarked in a race to make

messages that are motivating Australia’s

moon are triggering multi-layered positive

landing, and a focus on returning to the

the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon

Achievements by SpaceX, celebrations for

to focus the nation’s attention and activities.

Australian Space Agency in 2018 really began

it’s right up there. The formation of the

High. Whatever your highest ranking is,

Today we have a clear understanding, and

ENTHUSIASM AROUND SPACE?

ago, for example, nothing was moving in

industrial systems in remote locations and

ENTHUSIASM LEVEL AROUND THE
SPACE INDUSTRY IN AUSTRALIA?

those interests have changed; some years
terms of space economy development.

manufacturing. We also have a very strong

Smart Specialization Strategy set-up. And

WHAT IS THE CURRENT

like it happened with aviation.

robotics, resource utilization and advanced

Q: WHAT IS THE CURRENT

who have speciﬁc interests built in the

heritage in Australia, managing complex

thing, which I anticipate is the future. Just

mining sector to play an increasing role in

central and regional governmental bodies

Q: IN THE U.S. SPECIFICALLY,

commercial space to become a regular

in Australia around opportunities for our

research, technology, and engineering

industry. All the elements that would allow

Interesting discussions are being sparked

Carley Scott, Chief Executive,

Equatorial Launch Australia
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Q: DO YOU THINK AMERICANS
UNDERSTAND THE OPPORTUNITIES
AND THE RISKS?
I don’t think most Americans understand
what Spaceports are. It starts with talking
to your relatives and talking to your friends
about why space is necessary. And I don’t
think that we’ve got that down yet. I’ve
been working on this 42 years, and that
has been one of the issues that we’ve had
again and again -- how do you justify all of
the billions of dollars that we’re putting into
space? You’ve got to socialize that, and I do
think that’s an education process. I believe
in word-of-mouth. You know, in 1999, the
Senate passed the Space Station Program

Q: WHAT KIND OF REVENUE

DRIVERS DO YOU SEE AT YOUR
SITE?

The obvious revenue opportunity for

Spaceport America is the space tourism

that our anchor tenant Virgin Galactic is

bringing to New Mexico. That is arriving as

we speak, and in our short term, that is our

largest driver. However, we are also currently

supporting vertical launch activities, rocket

engine development and testing, and

hypersonic launch development at our on-

site Vertical Launch Area. Looking forward,

we see a varied range of aerospace activities

that will drive revenues in parallel with space

tourism activities.

FRONT OF US?

biases, and we need to just be open to the
human spirit and listen to the new things
coming. We’ve got to learn to operate
going to space, living and working in space,
whether it’s orbital or beyond, and then
coming back from space. We’ve got to have
all of those things. And we can’t just leave
the gravity well every time we want to go.
We’re going to have to go from some sort of
hangars or facilities that we build in cislunar

research activities. Our goal is to make this

a ﬂexible platform for all users to get the

responsive access to space that they need.

My work is engineering based and focused

on launch planning and activities. However, I

think that from our customer’s point of view,

we are a service-based operation. Spaceport

America is really a unique resource, and we

are constantly ﬁnding new ways to support

space-related business at our facility.
space.

in front of us. We need to put down our

DoD, commercial, public sector, and NASA

a lot of varied business. We have ongoing
I think we’ve got a tremendous opportunity

THE SIZE OF THE POTENTIAL IN

possible to arrange launch opportunities

to unlimited altitude, and this does attract

Q: AND HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE

Range restricted airspace, which makes it

ofﬁcials, that matter most.

launch. We are within White Sands Missile

very favorable climate for year-round

with the public, the one-on-one with state

on-one with legislators, the one-on-one

AMERICA UNIQUE?

We are a secure inland spaceport in a

Station would have been killed. It’s the one-

Q: WHAT MAKES SPACEPORT

by one vote. One vote, or else the Space

Karen Barker, Director of Strategic
Solutions, Spaceport America

Chas Miller, Spaceport Engineer,
Spaceport America

“I think we’ve got a tremendous
opportunity in front of us. We need to
put down our biases, and we need to
just be open to the human spirit and
listen to the new things coming.”
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Director, Space Port Japan

PROSPECTS FOR JAPAN’S

SPACE IN JAPAN?
Japan’s government would like to double
our build-up of our space industry in
Japan by the 2030s. In Japan, the budget
is not enough to support the new space
ventures and companies, and we don’t
have any budget support programs to
All Nippon Airways (ANA) or Space Port
Japan Association or other companies who
have interest in the spaceport business.
Compared to the United States, we have a
very small number of the new space venture
companies. We want to try to increase the
number of the venture companies and also,
we have to coordinate with the Japanese
government to set some support programs.

We have to remember that many people

[outside the industry] have no basis of

knowledge for this. I’ve just started a

campaign called Spaceport 101, which

is literally just ‘what’s a launch, what are

satellites?’ Just making the information

digestible is probably a bigger task than

we think it is. What our next phase is going

to be looking at is individuals; telling those

almost individual stories and bringing it

right down to basics. OK, I’m a stay-at-home

mom, and I drop my kids off at school.

How does a satellite beneﬁt me? If people

can relate to it, I think that could be such a

powerful thing.

services. This is the trigger.

it’s essential to have economical launch

continue to grow and gain investment, but

to predict. I think commercial space will

be more popular, but it is very difﬁcult

ﬁve years, I think the spaceport vision will

commercial businesses we think. Beyond

Space Station. There are potential

commercial potential of the International

vehicle launch services, along with the

traditional business and also the small

services are using space data, creating

In the next ﬁve years, we hope multiple

COMMERCIAL SPACE BUSINESS?

Q: WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE

Q: WHAT’S DRIVING COMMERCIAL

NASA and Blue Origin.

ITALY

even an engineer, but I sit on panels with

astronaut, I’m not an astrophysicist, I’m not

Shin Takata, Cofounder and

ECUADOR

at presentations there and say I’m not an

USA

opportunities to get into space. I stand up

lawyer or insurance broker. They’re all now

work. You’re a designer or an architect or a

from all different backgrounds to make it

happening with new space. It needs people

industry now. That’s the beauty of what’s

Anybody can be involved in the space

INTERESTED IN COMMERCIAL
SPACE?

THE GENERAL PUBLIC MORE

Q: WHAT WILL IT TAKE TO GET

Melissa Thorpe, Head of
Engagement, Spaceport Cornwall

UK
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transformational technology is met
with pockets of public resistance and
an overabundance of caution. While it’s
hard to believe today, the introduction
of automobiles in the late 19th century
faced considerable resistance with some
communities banning vehicles and others
imposing inane restrictions. The good news
is rockets tend to be exciting and innovation
always tends to draw out the best in people.
As long as the industry continues on a pace
of innovation, I think you’ll see continued
gains in support. The other piece is when
the public sees more services that touch
their daily lives connected to space, then
they’re more apt to say, ‘I get it’ and support
the transformation.

all the key ingredients: suitable weather

for year-round launch, indoor processing

for solid and liquid launch vehicles, clean

rooms for payloads, modernized range

control and instrumentation, an experienced

workforce, and an unencumbered range

that spans over the vast northern Paciﬁc

Ocean. We’re the only current location

in the U.S. that you can go to orbit that’s

not tied to a federal range, which gives us

a lot of ﬂexibility. Our outlook is a steady

cadence of commercial launches into

polar orbits; speciﬁcally, two companies

each launching about once a month and

other companies coming here to do ﬂight

tests. We complement this by continuing

space transportation into our daily lives, I
would also say we need to continue to be
respectful of the environment. We’ve taken
that on at Alaska Aerospace as one of our
ﬁve core values, respecting the environment.
It goes beyond just doing an environmental
assessment; it’s about making decisions
in a way that have as low an impact on
the environment as possible. Reusability,
minimized impact of support infrastructure,
and green propellants are three areas I see
as important to the future.

aerospace systems, suborbital ﬂights, and

other activities like missile defense. With

24-plus launches for commercial and three

more on top of that for government, you’re

pushing 30 per year. I think that will be a

good pace for the spaceport. What is also

key to our operations is we really are a multi-

user spaceport running as a commercial

entity. All customers are treated equally for

launch slots and we don’t place a burden

on the state to subsidize operational costs.

We have to make it on our earned revenue;

one to three missions a year for tests of

In addition to demonstrating the value of

already, but there is work to do. Often

familiar with what we have, but we’ve got

to support government customers with

The industry has done a good job

such an economic hub. A lot of people aren’t

GROW PUBLIC INTEREST IN THE
INDUSTRY?

Q: WHAT WILL IT TAKE TO

commercial space and spaceports.

Complex on Kodiak Island, Alaska, creates

diversify the economy. Our Paciﬁc Spaceport

to build the aerospace industry in Alaska to

The overall charter of Alaska Aerospace is

ALASKA?

being effective. I think that’s the future of

and it aligns well to ﬁnding efﬁciencies and

CEO, Alaska Aerospace

Q: WHY BUILD A SPACEPORT IN

run this as a business. I ﬁnd that exciting

Mark Lester, President and Interim

“In addition to demonstrating the value of
space transportation into our daily lives, I
would also say we need to continue to be
respectful of the environment.”
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in the aerospace industry. We have nine of

the country per capita. It plays a major role

is the number one aerospace economy in

focused center here in Colorado. Colorado

capability to this major aerospace industrial-

can participate in that and we can bring that

focused business, like horizontal launch, we

looking at something that is a transportation-

to be near to your customers. When you’re

In general, you want a commercial operation

SPACE PERSPECTIVE?

UNIQUE FROM A COMMERCIAL

Q: WHAT MAKES COLORADO

and Space Port

the satellite, control it, and launch it. It takes
such a long time. If we can empower the
school to build its own, and then we provide
the service locally, we can do it in a shorter
timeframe, at a lesser economic cost, where
we can get a higher impact on a quicker
timeframe. We’re looking to send the ﬁrst
rocket by the end of 2020, early 2021.

the training levels that we need to have
our students be successful in moving
into aerospace training programs and
universities, and then be able to take those
aerospace jobs here in the state. We have
what’s called net migration here where
we’re able to ﬁll most of our aerospace jobs;
there are some shortages. But a lot of those

working really hard on changing that so that

recognize that as an issue and, as a state, are

employees come from out of state. We

Russia to go ahead and hire the service, buy

services directly tailored to their needs.

space opportunities.

business to be sustainable.

South America had to go all the way to

can have their own priorities and their own

side of things, but also being exposed to the

We’re not really providing the numbers or

region that is not well-served now; they

interested in working with both the aviation

effectively and ensure they attract enough

Russia. Just imagine, a small university from

where we can see that Latin America is a

some of the local high schools that were

to devise commercial strategies to compete

there’s some signiﬁcant challenges there.

to go ahead and provide service regionally,

guided by market conditions. They will need

nanosatellites to space. They did it through

presents a very interesting opportunity for us

those opportunities. We’ve had interns from

likely to emerge and grow at different rates,

our aerospace economy, we’ve recognized

spaceport project in Latin America. That

working with STEM programs in providing

safety. In the short-term UK spaceports are

Recently in Ecuador, one university sent two

the local economy. We’re the only private

Boeing and Ball, have been very active in

regulatory framework that will ensure public

workforce issues and how do we support

technology can play a major role in changing

major companies here, like Lockheed and

aid for some R&D, and are creating a new

As a state, when we’ve looked at the

society, like the Ecuadorian society. Our

opportunities at schools. Several of the

control spaceports but have offered ﬁnancial

Dave Ruppel, Director, Colorado Air

economic project that can beneﬁt a local

tie companies together with STEM

spaceport in this case is as a high-impact

The way that we’re approaching the

BUILD A COMMERCIAL SPACE
BUSINESS IN ECUADOR?

Q: WHY ARE YOU TRYING TO

There’s a lot of focus on trying to

DO YOU SEE THE EDUCATION
SYSTEM PUTTING TOWARD SPACE
SCIENCES AND CAREERS?

Q: HOW MUCH EMPHASIS

competitive.

Robert Aillon, Founder and CEO,
Leviathan Space Industries

ﬂight services to thrive. We will not direct or

creating the right conditions for UK space

foster diverse commercial ambitions by

and the UK government’s approach is to

market for small satellite launch is dynamic

either a horizontal or vertical spaceport. The

spread across the country aim to establish

In the UK, seven different organizations

of the aerospace economy to continue to be

complete that package and helps this part

launch everything here, it at least helps to

SPACEPORT ACTIVITY IN THE UK
LOOK LIKE TODAY?

coming through.

bring this launch capability to that economy,

Commercial Space, UK Space Agency
to a certain extent, although we can’t

needs from our own high school students

major operations located here. When we

Q: WHAT DOES THE COMMERCIAL

we’re able to start supplying more of our

the prime aerospace companies that have

Claire Barcham, Director of

Kennedy Space Center, Florida

Houston Spaceport, Texas

Spaceport Cornwall, United Kingdom

Spaceport America, New Mexico
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•

expertise in people and resources for the

calls for members. Participation is
primarily for spaceport operators or
those considering a spaceport in their
state or country.

Spaceport Summits with representatives

from more than 20 international spaceports.

In addition, there have been at least three

conference calls per year with GSA members.

Connecting into other transportation
modes

•

two or three intermediate conference

Since November 2015, the GSA has held four

of an annual face-to-face meeting and

Business plan development
Operations

•

Exhibition. The Summit is a combination

rail, air, maritime, and road.

Design and Construction

Commercial Space Conference and

with other modes of transportation such as

•

concurrently with SpaceCom: America’s

a forum to connect the spaceport network

•

Funding sources and requirements
Diversiﬁcation

force behind the Summit which is held

of the spaceport industry and establishes

GSA is the creative and under-writing

•

Regulatory and Policy matters

to deliver consulting service in all aspects

The Commercial Spaceport Summit:

•

are supplemented with consultants and

from NASA and the FAA. These resources

•

other operators around the world.

develop, fund, build, and operate their

C-level business executives and leaders

spaceport marketplace. This includes

regarding all aspects of the commercial

staff familiar with such issues as:

engage in private or public dialogue with

stakeholders with the information to

Clearinghouse: GSA has extensive
resources that members can access

global spaceport network. GSA is equipped

up-to-date spaceport information and

market. GSA provides spaceport

•

facility and to integrate into the developing

members a platform to maintain their

growing global commercial spaceport

•

GSA provides the following services:

was formed in 2015 to develop extensive
Member website: This website provides

STRATEGY:

The Global Spaceport Alliance (GSA)
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Colorado Air and Space Port

Executive Director, Global Spaceport Alliance
jcausey@spacecomexpo.com

James D. Causey,

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
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Vandenberg Launch Facility, NASA

•

RS&H

Venable LLC

•

•

Visit edelman.com for more information.

certainty, earning the trust of their stakeholders.

that give our clients the conﬁdence to lead and act with

more than 60 ofﬁces deliver communications strategies

protect their brands and reputations. Our 6,000 people in

with businesses and organizations to evolve, promote and

Edelman is a global communications ﬁrm that partners
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